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Ultimate Pulmonary Wellness is a reference for all people coping with respiratory disease including
patients, their families and caretakers; and clinicians. This well-rounded guidebook is the fusion of
twenty-five years of medical practice, education and study by Dr. It is probably the most
comprehensive works of its kind. and Plan Director of the Pulmonary Wellness & Rehabilitation
Middle in NEW YORK. Noah Greenspan, board-certified medical specialist in cardiovascular and
pulmonary physical therapy; This brand new first edition draws jointly a complex variety of threads,
clearly defining the key components of living well with a pulmonary disease; like the anatomy,
physiology and pathophysiology of the the respiratory system; the part of medicine (physician,
analysis and treatment) in the management and prevention of respiratory disease; the multifactorial
and multi-systemic character of inhaling and exhaling; and living your best existence with respiratory
disease. in ultimate pulmonary wellness; and the importance of lifestyle factors, such as exercise,
nutrition and managing your emotions, as well as the prevention of infection;
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If you have Any kind of lung disease, go through this book!!I am so pleased I came across Noah!
Save your money.! Noah Greenspan at the Pulmonary Wellness Center in NYC. When I went for
my initial evaluation I was told not to worry, there is no move or fail, the evaluation was to assess
strengths and weaknesses to look for the program which would be created specifically for me. So
many of the groupings seem so depressing and the people seem so defeated, however when I
came across the Ultimate Pulmonary Wellness page it was instantly different and how optimistic and
useful everything was.0 incline and significantly less than 2.0 speed. Even includes a chapter on
emotions and the struggles we encounter. Noah required me downstairs and hailed a cab for me.
All the way from Manhattan to Brooklyn I cried.That was almost 2 years ago. I could truthfully tell
you that this reserve is written in the vocabulary that anyone can understand. The methods taught
in this reserve are the techniques which are taught to us. I've seen a drastic switch in my health
since following Noah's information. Using the techniques which are in this publication, we figure out
how to breathe correctly, strengthen our upper bodies, learn ways to use when we panic because
we can't breathe and so much more. This book was written so that individuals and caregivers can
be proactive with improving their health. I learn from all, I am just saying this is not recycled
information." Courage doesn't usually roar. As we state at the PWC , YES WE ARE ABLE TO!!! The
publication explains the importance of exercise in improving your lung function accompanied by
detailed types of exercises that are most beneficial. The chapter on medication alone will probably
be worth more than the expense of the book. The best book that a person with lung disease and
cardiovascular disease could read. This is a treasure chest of information about how to live with and
improve your trouble. If you're a care giver that is also excellent so that you can have in order to
help your loved one . Noah Greenspan has helped me to improve my lung function with all the
knowledge he has. MANY THANKS . Incredibly helpful! I first learned about Dr. Greenspan when I
was looking Facebook for support groups for some health difficulties we were investigating. Even
with oxygen, I just lasted 5 minutes on the treadmill machine with 1. Dr. Greenspan is very hands-on
and provides so a lot of his time and information to help people who have respiratory illnesses. I
instantly felt welcomed and supported with an unbelievable amount of information. The chapter on
diet not only tells you the very best foods to consume and what to avoid but also explains the way
the foods you take in affect your inhaling and exhaling. I love that it's not only about illness or
medications, but about managing the things we do possess control over like emotions and rest and
exercise and treating the body holistically not simply just like a disease that you toss medicine at. It's
a straightforward read - informative but not written just like a medical manual, and provides lots of
humor in it too. It is the Bible for people with COPD. Don't be afraid to go!! I am also a patient of Dr.
This book is for copd patients and their caregivers. It's primary purpose would be to inspire and/or
motivate you to log off the couch and start moving. Noah is quite possibly the many devoted
respiratory therapist on earth. He has produced this difficult work fun, understandable, and tons of
support for all those folks reluctant to get moving. (Everything is scary when you can't breathe. Dr.!
He's a miracle worker. For those with breathing difficulties, helpful information to improving your
condition A person with a lung disease can enhance their breathing condition by reading and
following guidance in this book. What I discovered in the pulmonary rehabilitation course is enhanced
at length in this book. Certainly a must examine. Though Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis is normally
fatal, I've improved the effectiveness of my breathing and surely this will lengthen the standard of life
that I right now enjoy. I have recommended it to the people of our local IPF Support group. Good
book Good advice... This book is crucial for anyone suffering with COPD and anyone who cares for
someone with COPD. Written with love and care for the patient to be able to understand. This
publication is a combined mix of that information and is invaluable to anyone who's coping with



respiratory illnesses. Best reserve ever for plumonary patients . It lets you know in depth how and
when to consider the meds to get the best outcomes. At the PWC, we all have been age range,
body types and have just about every lung disease under the sun.FYI: I can now walk almost 2
miles which year walked on the Brooklyn Bridge with others from the PWC in a walk to market lung
disease awareness. I recommend Best Pulmonary Wellness for everyone with COPD, caregivers,
respiratory therapist, and Doctors. What I was struck by was Dr. Once you browse it, this
publication becomes your COPD head to book. Dr. Greenspan has created an informative and
readable book. Here is the information you need to know in order to go back to wellness.
Sometimes courage may be the quiet voice by the end of your day saying, 'I will try once again
tomorrow.Whether you are in pulmonary rehab or are rehabbing by yourself, this is essential read
book! A must read for all those with Pulmonary Hypertension It is a great resource. I've PH and
found the informtion quite useful. Addresses breathing techniques, nutrition, exercise, airway
clearance and more. There is a section that discussed taking ownership of your medical
condition,that i found useful. Save your money. The chapter on diet not only tells you the very best
foods to eat and what things to avoid but also . More info on trustworthy medical websites.
Excellent read Should you have COPD, this book is a great assortment of hints and tips for you.
Very vague info. Helps to take an active role in your health. I have pulmonary disease along with a
large number of other diseases. Five Stars A must have for anybody with lung issues! Enlightening
This book has so much information that was helpful. I have completed pulmonary rehab, classes,
attend Better Breathers Golf club, etc yet still learned from this book. It's inspirational, funny and
really is the finest book out there for us. It is also written so that you can read chapters out of
purchase, they are stand alone. Informative, accurate and lighthearted sometimes, this is my head
to book when I am struggling with this disease. Very good book Emotional chapter is extremely vital!
There's so much valuable info in Dr. Greenspan's book that one can put to apply immediately-of
course with input from one's very own Dr. If you want to get well, this reserve is for you!''' Amen to
that. I have COPD and I am usually working through my personal feelings and each day is different.
He comes after this with an excellent estimate from -Mary Anne Radmacher... Go through, breathe
and relax. Yes, it could be done! Greenspan's Chapter 10: Feelings. The author provides
experienced-based assistance in successful coughing, panic avoidance when one cannot capture
his breath, ways to get the most out of exercise, especially on the treadmill, a bit on diet plan. This
book offers a bright light at night of pulmonary illness. The book is well written and an easy read.
Such an important book for anyone with lung disease, and for individuals who love us! It's a lung
disease lifestyle preserver! It's the Bible for people with COPD. I recommend this book. The
information Is quite specific so far as diet greatest for those of us who have PH. Noah halted the
test, I just couldn't go on. Very easy to understand.) In addition to this book, he has a internet site,
does regular webinars, and includes a facebook page for support from various other sufferers.
Noah Greenspan " gets it " !
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